COMPREHENSIVE (INTEGRATIVE) COUNSELING SERVICES ARE KEY SERVICES FOR SEXUAL VIOLENCE SURVIVOR (EXPERIENCE IN YOGYAKARTA, INDONESIA)

Our Experience in reproductive health services we provide for clients (children, youth, adult women (married and unmarried), lgbt community, women sex workers and youth street), we found the fact that have the potential clients in layers of violence.

The cases occurred in survival (the victim) in the community, which is entered in the kitchen counselors often are complicated cases, with complex conditions. The complexity and requires more attention and effort. Requires a "scalpel" with many facets to be peeling, slicing and separating the issue of the right to assist in dealing with the right anyway. The issue of Sexual Health and Reproductive Health is due to power relations.

In an illustration of a case of a difabel woman (deaf) who suffered, pregnant because of systematic raped, theft at a supermarket and caught. After the police examined were positive for HIV and AIDS. What should be done a counselor to the case when individuals come and ask for the help of a counselor to help resolve the issue.

If it turns out that one comes, what will be done by a counselor? The duty of a counselor of course to be able to help such a resolve the problem, but how, should start from where the issues are complex.

If not get proper treatment and help from counselors feared the survival of both the perpetrators will be survival of systemic counseling, which will exacerbate the social condition of the individual and society.

In this case the counseling process should consider several things including: rights perpetrators in the legal and human rights perspective, the issue of handling of HIV and AIDS and was pregnant as well, as a disabled rights to gain accessibility to counseling services. Gender perspective, human rights and equality in the treatment of HIV & AIDS survival becomes the most important thing in running counseling for survival and perpetrator in the case above.

The above case is an illustration of the need for fundamental to counseling that should have 3 perspectives Gender, Human Rights and HIV & AIDS and can be implemented synergistically. IPPA Jogjakarta’s Chapter Iniciated the Yogyakarta’s Aids Solidarity Network to initiating capacity building activities of counselors in dealing with cases such as training, workshops and regular enrichment up to preparation synergy module 3 issue in the handling of the case, namely Gender, Human Rights and HIV & AIDS, the initial rationale is as follows:

- It is no longer found in the grounds where the HIV and AIDS movement parted ways with the women's movement or the gender and human rights movement (UNIFEM, 2003).
- Response and movement strategies in three issues must be synergistic.
- Partiality in the third movement of this issue would be more aggravating global population program

The idea of the Yogyakarta’s Aids Solidarity Network and some counselors are incorporated therein is a breakthrough for the counseling process that had been there that the process is partial and not together with other parties, as well as the lack of partiality towards survival with a gender perspective, human rights, HIV and AIDS or disability that requires special attention.

Counseling during this time there were partial, not bersinergy will resolve the above cases focusing on one issue (the cases) are directly related to the background of counselors as well as institutions
where counselors are. Counselor of the Legal Aid agencies will be more focused look at the individual (counselee) from the perspective of human rights and the rights of offenders as subjects of law that must be protected. So that the activities conducted is counseling for legal defense as well as the demolition of cases that might be detrimental to the counselee from the right to guaranteed confidentiality as people with HIV and AIDS. Another thing that may be overlooked is an individual right as disabilities who have communication barriers for the protection and accessibility of the counseling process as well as in legal proceedings.

Conditions that may occur is neglected reproductive health rights that may interfere in the legal process where the counselee legal process as actors caught in a pregnant condition unwanted since the pair under pressure.

The counseling conditions can be understood as a condition that occurs when the counselor trapped by the walls of an institution and not a gender perspective, human rights, and HIV & AIDS, and does not have the expertise to be able to integrate the 3rd issue was in counseling. This is also compounded by the absence of a network system that is strong enough counselors support the counseling process.

The complexity of the cases above show that a counselor needs to have a strong perspective on three principal issues, namely gender, human rights, HIV and AIDS in which disability is also included therein.

Based on the need for the existence of counseling synergy with 3 perspectives: Gender, Human Rights and HIV&AIDS, then we need a guide that became the basis of counseling with synergitas and perspectives 3 issue that is operational and readable by prospective counselors who have an interest and partisanship survival of the group which have suffered injustice because of discrimination based on sex, gender identity, choice of employment and health status

**Reflections On New Social Movements**

Context empowerment and strengthening civil society continues to change in the pattern and strategy. There conjuncture motion there. In the early days of the civil movement woke up, the pressure regime is being shown networking massive hegemony and domination. Thus, patterns and strategies to strengthen civil and political rights (sipol) becomes the main focus. In the following period, when the face of the regime change, civil relations and the state is not diametrical. Many interests are pushed polarization, both in the ruling class in a vertical relationship or in a civil basis in relation to the horizontal. Polarization open space for the amount of interest, not only at the level of Sipol, but until the level of culture, even to the level of identity. Inevitably, patterns and movement strategies must be as commensurate respond.

In the last level is called, the identity and the custom, the complexity of the movement becomes a real challenge. The challenge is no longer a single movement, the regime or "Soeharto !!!", but rather spread out. Despite continued direct pressure to the movement of a country lane with a guide a human rights perspective, the challenge at the community level can not be ignored. Aras provides the identity of the contestation between civil society.

As a result, today, forms of oppression and violence are not merely vertical. The violence that was once an actor always reconcile the country with civil actor, now enlivened with other forms of violence that is more subtle, such as, kekerasa in women, domestic violence, gender based violence and sexuality, disability-based violence and so many other forms of relationship violence. Note this is not to deny the violence in relationships latter does not exist in the previous movement. However,
the concentration of the current movement is possible and if mandated to be directed to the relationships that violence is more subtle. Plural model of this movement called New Social Movements (GSB).

**Post- New Social Movements and Integration Movement With Identity Struggle**

In addition to bringing new wind for strengthening the positive and people who have not dared to show themselves, GSB is apparently had an impact of less attractive to civilians. Herman (2004) mentions these effects as the phenomenon of "single issue." This phenomenon is manifest in penunggalan-penunggalan concentration issues and movements are increasingly fragmented. The women's movement as if he did not greet the human rights movement. Alleged human rights movement is too austere for komuinctas LGBT movement. HIV & AIDS movement supposedly too proud to side by side with the women's movement, and so on the box will move but seemed torn walls lined single issue.

Awareness of consolidation rather than nothing. Many attempts to try to go beyond the weak point of the GSB, call it forming a "Post-GSB movement". Some businesses try dilakkukan is by trying to enter into discourse about identity struggles. For example, most of the HIV & AIDS activists have started to melt stiffness epidemiological approach by incorporating identity as one of the important entities championed. Solidarity is HIV and AIDS Care Yogyakarta (spay) that is trying to break into the realm of synergies and integration with an umbrella movement identity.

With the fighting spirit of this identity, motion efforts to lower the prevalence of HIV and AIDS and stigma and diskirminasi associated with it, will not stop on the model "behavior change" alone. Furthermore, the spirit of struggle will give birth to identity systemic forms of movement as well synergistically in the context of HIV and AIDS programs.

Of confidence and this understanding, the IEC and advocacy are developed with the spirit of reason and motion integrating HIV and AIDS with reason and movement of sexuality, gender and human rights. Logic built, as well as any level of knowledge, attitudes and behavior related to HIV and AIDS, if they are found inequality Gender, diskreditasi identity of gender who did not follow the regulation of gender binary, compressed identity and sexual orientation on heteronormativity (compulsory heterosexual), and the neglect of human rights against sexually marginalized communities and gender, stigma and discrimination within the scope of the HIV and AIDS will be maintained and even ofetn will be intensified.

On a more operational level, partiality HIV movement of movements sexuality, gender and human rights will further increase the spread of the epidemic. When HIV and AIDS activists ma'suk cool with the program and terms of prevention and control of the HIV epidemic, the women's movement and human rights activists are also struggling with their own areas such as domestic violence, identity card or BECs, pengarurasutmaan Gender, protection of rights (especially Sipol), poverty and environmental conservation. The condition of "mutual hostages between movements" of this kind seemed to dismiss and ignore facts such as, to name a few, (a) the fact the prevalence of domestic violence is closely related to the prevalence of HIV and AIDS, or vice versa, and (b) the fact of poverty and rights violations Sipol have contributed memeperbesar major vulnerability in HIV exposure or vice versa.

Epidemic prevention and elimination of stigma-discrimination has undoubtedly disenergikan with businesses struggle Gender equality, recognition and protection of the rights and EKOSOB Sipol, poverty eradication programs and other social movements oriented toward strengthening civil society. This reality not only departs from the increasing number of international instruments and
standards on the construction of the world, but rather due to the fact of humanity, the body of a human, the identity can be many and dynamic, dynamic as issues / social project "control". In one body, could have an identity as "people living with HIV", at the same time intertwined with another identity as "Disabled", "Sex Workers", or "Transvestite", or "survival-based violence Gender", or "survival infringement Sipol / EKOSOB "or even survival" environmental pollution ", and" survival impoverishment ". Thus, imposing an identity to be emerging for the continuation of the types of programs, such as HIV and AIDS alone, is a reduction in the value of the humanitarian effort with control over the mechanisms of the body.

**Integrative Reason: Refuse Community treatment as Object**

By reason integrative and appreciation of the relative autonomy of the body with the dynamic of identity in it, the program keeping the epidemic of HIV and AIDS and elimination of stigma-discrimination should be coupled with high honors and positions equivalent to all communities, both considered "stigmatizing" or their "stigmatized". In an operational context, the above reasoning embodied in the model of how to make the community truly as the subject of a program, not vice versa. The process of objectification which have emerged over the community, often born of logic representation together with the assumption of social movements, they are mute so the community needs to be voiced. Instead of strengthening, objectification reason it beached on the webs of community control by actor / social activist who is often claimed to defend.

Strengthening community was time placed to facilitate the development of community-based organizations and strategies to build networks with other civil society organizations. A process that is expected to give birth to a strong community organization to make every efforts to fight right to the state, with the facilitation of the social activists. Because actually, the state system is made to regulate them directly, there is or there is no "middle class" are filled by social activists. All devices, reasoning, and strategies of struggle and education should belong to the community. Construction elitism social movements are already supposed to be demolished to open the exit strategy program with the results of community empowerment as citizens to fight for their rights, the autonomy of the body, identity and life to the state as pengampu obligations through the organization that they wake up and fend for yourselves.

**Integrative Counseling Services: Endeavor Concrete**

The cases occurred in survival in society, who entered in the kitchen counselors often are complicated cases, with complex conditions. Kekompleksk's complexity and requires more attention and effort. Requires a "scalpel" with many facets to be peeling, slicing and separating the issue of the right to assist in dealing with the right anyway.

In an illustration of a case of a woman with disabilities who experience communication barriers, pregnant because of sexual intercourse that is not safe because forced his girlfriend, theft at a supermarket and caught. After the police examined were positive for HIV infection. What should be done a counselor to the case when individuals come and ask for the help of a counselor to help resolve the issue.

If it turns out that one comes, what will be done by a counselor? The duty of a counselor of course to be able to help such a resolve the problem, but how, should start from where the issues are complex. If not get proper treatment and help from counselors feared the survival of both the perpetrators will be survival of systemic counseling, which will exacerbate the social condition of the individual and society.
In this case the counseling process should consider several things including: rights perpetrators in the legal and human rights perspective, the issue of handling of HIV and AIDS and was pregnant as well, as a disabled rights to gain accessibility to counseling services. Gender perspective, human rights and equality in the treatment of HIV and AIDS survival becomes the most important thing in running counseling for survival and perpetrator in the above case. The above case is an illustration of the need for fundamental to counseling that should have 3 perspectives Gender, Human Rights and HIV & AIDS and can be implemented synergistically.

Spay initiating capacity building activities of counselor in dealing with cases such as training, workshops and regular enrichment up to preparation synergy module 3 issue in the handling of the case, namely Gender, Human Rights and HIV & AIDS, the initial rationale is as follows:

- It is no longer found in the grounds where the HIV and AIDS movement parted ways with the women's movement or the Gender and human rights movement (UNIFEM, 2003).
- Response and movement strategies in three issues must be synergistic.
- Partiality in the third movement of this issue would be more aggravating global population program

The idea of the spay and some counselors are incorporated therein is a breakthrough for the counseling process that had been there that the process is partial and not together with other parties, as well as the lack of partiality towards survival with the perspective of gender, human rights, HIV and AIDS or disability that requires special attention.

Counseling during this time there were partial, not synergy will complete the above cases focusing on one issue (the cases) are directly related to the background of counselors as well as institutions where counselors are. Counselor of the Legal Aid will be more focused look at the individual (counselee) from the perspective of human rights and the rights of offenders as subjects of law that must be protected. So that the activities conducted is counseling for legal defense as well as the demolition of cases that might be detrimental to the counselee from the right to guaranteed confidentiality as people with HIV and AIDS. Another thing that may be overlooked is an individual right as disabilities who have communication barriers for the protection and accessibility of the counseling process as well as in legal proceedings.

Conditions that may occur is neglected reproductive health rights that may interfere in the legal process where the counselee legal process as actors caught in a pregnant condition unwanted since the pair under pressure.

The counseling conditions can be understood as a condition that occurs when the counselor trapped by the walls of an institution and not gender perspective, human rights, and HIV & AIDS, and does not have the expertise to be able to integrate the 3rd issue was in counseling. This is also compounded by the absence of a network system that is strong enough counselors support the counseling process.

The complexity of the cases above show that a counselor needs to have a strong perspective on three main issues, namely gender, human rights, HIV and AIDS in which disability is also included therein. Based on the need for the existence of counseling synergy with 3 perspectives: Gender, Human Rights and HIV & AIDS, then we need a guide that became the basis of counseling with synergetas and perspectives 3 issue that is operational and readable by prospective counselors who have an interest and partisanship survival of minorities who have special needs.

Cracks parse Counseling Model Traffic Issues
Before entering the discussion and scouting procedures for integrative counseling cross-issue, it helps counselors understand in advance the circumstances of each model of counseling that has a unique and independent procedures in service delivery. Understanding this will help the counselor understand the important points in the process of counseling in which a counselor should immediately follow up the process of dialogue with the counselee with integrative methods or techniques.

First, we will discuss certain procedures or model-based counseling service violence against women found in the plural NGOs working on gender issues. The main issue in this service are cases of violence against women, both in the domestic context, the context of a community or country context.

Probe on some administrative procedures counseling Gender-based violence, will be found filing that follow the pattern of law enforcement. Database of domestic violence in the guide prepared by the Ministry of PP & PA, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Social Affairs and the Police (2008) is very clear there chronology detection of cases, followed by the identity of the perpetrators, witnesses and complainants made a special format. Certainly this illustrates komprehensifitas handling of survival. Thus, the general function of this model counseling services focus more on strengthening the counselee as a floating survival and ability to take legal action, with a counseling technique that is often called "attribution". In this approach, human rights-based counseling and Law have the same reason. This latter service is usually added to the facilitation and strengthening of survival to face the justice system (police, prosecutors and courts).

It will feel different when entered into governance and administrative governance counseling for HIV and AIDS issues. VCT counseling in the recording format, the primary focus is strengthening preparedness counselees to receive positive hasisl, acceptance of the status (non-denial), and also strengthening the ability perilku change. Mendasarai it all, procedures outlined administrasi VCT leads to the detection of "risk factors" of HIV exposure. VCT is a major technique in behavioral approach emphasizing coping technique when getting a positive result.

Different shades will also be felt if we try mengudar methods, governance and administrative procedures for the issue of sexuality counseling. Here is focused on counseling services to the LGBT community. In a counseling guide for the international LGBT community, which became the focus of the issue of counseling is the process of self-acceptance to the orientation and sexual identity and gender. In Handbook of Counseling and Psychoteraphy With LGBT Clients (Bieschke, at.all, 2007), counseling directed at pembagunan ability to position themselves in the community or resiliency, strengthening the psychological (psychological empowerment), and health.

Counseling services in sexual and reproductive health have a more practical models. Within the scope of the magnitude, the main function of which is run by a counselor is a friend counselee to assist in decision-making, both in the context of relationships with others as well as in the decision to undergo certain medical procedures, for example, the installation of contraceptives. Moreover, in line with the model of decision making in the context of sexual and reproductive health, counseling pressure point is the facilitation approach to strengthening the counselee in possession of some of the life skills (life skills).

From some notes above, the uniqueness of each model of counseling apparent. You, as a counselor in each service must be very understanding of methods and techniques of counseling in the work setting agencies. Each service at each institution would have to have a trade-mark or social image that will help people to easily access services appropriate to their initial needs.
However, the uniqueness and advantages of each service in a setting that want to build a more integrated and synergistic in some extent can be a barrier. Counselee will only be seen and see themselves as people who need the services that are clearly offered. Here, the pre-assumption arises from the service system to then make governance adminitrasi laksanan and governance services that only focus on the types of services offered. It is of course conditioned the psychological situation of the counselee to just focus on the problem or recounted cases beginning after facilitated by the counselee. If so, will appear obstacles for counselors to try to open a wider space to fit in space-related issue, or a barrier for counselors to explore "identity choice" other than counselee.

The counselor is expected from the pattern pembcaan can develop sensitivity of cross-issue once cross the methods and techniques that are not [1] restricts the counselee with pre assuming tentabg their needs according to the type of service konseling has to offer, and [2] do not try to open the room deepening types of problems, issues or other related identity that it may be very helpful in the process of resolving issues in a comprehensive counselee.

Therefore, the counselor is very necessary to understand the point of cracking this plural model for use by individual counseling services at several points as follows:

1. Differences in the focus of the counseling function on average in each of the services. For example, HIV and AIDS counseling is very focused on the function of behavior change to safer and healthier, counseling KTP very focused to toughen survival for the powerless against the perpetrators; Counseling on sexuality focuses on mendudah misconceptions and low self-esteem in order to achieve acceptance of their sexual orientation or identity; Counseling for assistance and human rights defense focus to strengthen the skills of courage san jur clients to enter into litigation.

2. Profiling System and method counselee (write Profile counselee) and reason chronological narrowed on pre assumptions counselee needs in accordance with the type of service offered. For example, system profiling in counseling Gender will focus on the profile associated with litigation (Actor, Witness and Reporter), while HIV and AIDS will be put forward profiling in the "risk factors", counseling services sexuality will focus on the profile associated with the relationship and situation psikologis.

3. The use of recording equipment and administration system that is tailored to the needs of the specific case in accordance with counseling services provided. As one example of the need towards integration in counseling to be aware of the obstacles that arise because of the pre-assumption on the needs of the counselee on the type of services offered, there is one definition which underlines the issue of counseling

Integrated SRH counseling as a meaningful two-way interaction process anatara counselee and counselor for mapping, address concerns and facilitate the counselee in getting the needs, knowledge, and problems encountered, regardless of the type of service provided or requested by the counselee

**Suspecting point Cracks In Counseling Methodology Cross Issue**

The discussion above is about mapping model or cross-issue procedure counseling services that had been offered in each carriage movement. If drawn deeper, cracking point can also be detected at the level of counseling methodologies and approaches used in each issue. If we look deeper into the description of the differences in each of the general functions of counseling services, it will be detected at a glance the type of methodology used counseling.

The term methodology is defined independently as the conceptual basis and the theory of each type of counseling that was revealed at this type of approach and methods and techniques used by the counselor. If the above discussion is focused at the level of the model operational more concrete on
the circumstances of each gerbiong motion to order laksananya, in cedar methodology should be suspected point of breakdown is the difference in making theories, concepts or approaches in psychology or psychotherapy particular as baselines counseling ,

Generally, counselors must be aware of the various kinds of theoretical approaches in the process of running a counseling service. Although this is only a theory, but above a certain approach choice counselor will determine the flexibility him to try to synergize with the pattern of other theoretical approaches that would further enrich the process of counseling and more can help counselees face, manage or resolve the problem.

Integrative Counseling
Of the two sub discussion above, we could conclude that the conduct integrative counseling is not an easy matter. There are two realms that should dijadika focus by counselors in counseling integrative mastery, namely [1] realm of counseling methodology includes theoretical and conceptual approaches revealed to be a model and techniques of counseling, and [2] the realm of cross-issue that has logic differ- different intertwined with the identity counselee also diverse.

By paying attention to both domains, then conceptually, counseling integrative can be defined as "the process of counseling in which a counselor with a deep understanding can incorporate some of the conceptual framework and approach to therapeutic counseling be eclectic, which is lowered into a synthesis techniques and interventional procedure in accordance with cultural background, identity (sexual and gender) and the problems of clients by facilitating the client's ability to make changes in an integrated manner in the aspect of feelings, thoughts and actions about the environment at the same time and the system policies / laws that became the source of the problem."

From this definition, the counselor who will try to master the ability integarif must go through feasibility studies in the realm of methodology and in the realm of cross-cutting response model.

What is the Most Important Indicator Conceptual Mastery Of Counseling For Integrative say?
   a. Counselor understanding of diversity framework of concepts / theories of counseling therapy
   b. Counselor mastery over a variety of therapeutic techniques derived from each concept
   c. Counselor mastery over unity devices and interventional procedures of the herb between concepts and techniques
   d. Counselor mastery over key issues that can be intertwined and harmonized into a package that is appropriate to facilitate the client's needs
   e. Leads to the fusion of simultaneous changes between cognitive, affective and psychomotor, as well as environmental changes that have been triggered permasalahn facing clients

How the image of a lady counselor considered inetgartif conceptually? Corey (2001a) mentions 4 as follows:
   a. Having knowledge of cultural diversity and identity
   b. Aware of the cultural heritage of the thought that he had
   c. Have the ability to help as much as possible spectrum of diverse clients
   d. Able to face and break down the cultural realities of each client.
Building B. Cross Sensitivity Issues in Integrative Counseling

In the realm of cross-issue, then a counselor who is developing an integrative model of counseling must understand and develop sensitivity to the spaces of the main issues that will be intervened. The issues referred to in this guide is the issue of HIV and AIDS, Gender, Sexuality (Reproduksi and Sexual Health), and human rights.

In the control of cross-sensitivity of this issue, counselors must understand some of the values and principles espoused to position each issue. Principles and Values counseling synergy adopted is as follows:

1. Every person should be respected the diversity of sexual orientation and gender identity.

   This principle translates to the ability of the counselor not to have a pre-judgment and certain assumptions related to sexuality counselee. Very often happens is pre-assumption that all counselee comes assumed and treated as heterosexual oriented. Thus, the sensitivity is important to be developed by the counselor is awareness that sexual orientation and gender identity can be revealed counselee in the counseling room only with, again only with the recognition counselee, not pre assumptions counselor.

2. Everyone shall be free of negative assumptions detrimental.

   This principle focuses on awareness counselor not to trust continuously certain stereotypes that have been attached to a particular group or community. The most obvious of these is the principle is the formation of negative assumptions about women as being gentle, receiver and resigned.
   The negative perception is something that could hinder the process of the creation of synergy counseling. For example, a fusion between the negative perception by women living with HIV can be combined and produce misleading conclusions, like "this woman must bergonta spouse or injecting drug users, become infected with HIV". If this comes to mind counselor, there will be obstacles for counselors to probe further about relationship violence may be the original trigger transmission of HIV.

3. All people vulnerable to HIV infection.

   To master the principle is integrative and synergistic counseling, counselors need to keep reminding himself that everyone is basically susceptible to contracting HIV. Keep in mind, that vulnerability leads to the situation and the conditions that make people become weakened or attenuated so it can easily fit into perilakku risk in HIV penuaran. The situation is a situation of vulnerability is gender inequality, poverty or crisis situations.
   If the vulnerability is interpreted thus, by looking at the still unequal gender relations, poverty is still high and the ease crisis situation occurs, it considers all people vulnerable to HIV infection are things that can help deepen the overall cultural and social bakcgroun of counselee.

4. Everyone has different capabilities.

   This principle want to make sure counselors to begin to see about the ability to do anything from the standpoint of diversity. Counselors synergistic should throw away perspective "disability" to name the ability of different communities Yag disabilities.

5. Everyone has a different expression.
This principle is translated by counselors with the realization that there is a unique characteristic in themselves each counselee. Thus, it would not be wise counselor own presumptions and pre-assumptions about the specific expression of a counselee with mengkategrikannya with the general view. For example, there counselee men showed attitudes and gestures were feminine, then a counselor suddenly presume that the counselee is a transvestite and homosexual-oriented. Another example is the expression of a community of teenagers who often dipraugakan as sloppy, do not obey the rules and wild. Such presumption is necessary shunned by the counselor.

Sensitive to the matter of a unique expression of each counselee will enable counselors to not easily fall in kesimpuan premature, and ultimately produce devices and counseling techniques are incorrect.
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By our experience in Yogyakarta Indonesia, in developing integrated services for Survivor, we note that this draft will need to ensure the integrated services to prevent women, adolescents and children experiencing violence further layer.
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